The currently available commercial motion capture systems are constrained by space requirement and thus pose difficulties when used in developing kinematic description of human movements within the existing manufacturing and production cells. The Kinect sensor does not share similar limitations but it is not as accurate. The proposition made in this article is to adopt the Kinect sensor in to facilitate implementation of Health Engineering concepts to industrial environments. This article is an evaluation of the Kinect sensor accuracy when providing three dimensional kinematic data. The sensor is thus utilized to assist in modeling and simulation of worker performance within an industrial cell. For this purpose, Kinect 3D data was compared to that of Vicon motion capture system in a gait analysis laboratory. Results indicated that the Kinect sensor exhibited a coefficient of determination of 0.9996 on the depth axis and 0.9849 along the horizontal axis and 0.2767 on vertical axis. The results prove the competency of the Kinect sensor to be used in the industrial environments.
Introduction
Based on the International Labor Organization annual reports, over 160 million occupational injuries occur throughout the world [1] . The severity of injuries results in 1.1 million deaths. America's Bureau of Labor Statistics announced that in the United States of America, 44% of all occupational injuries reported are related to musculoskeletal disorders [1] . The health Engineering approach to industrial environments dictates the necessity to evaluate the worker movements and identify potential kinesiological deficits that could result in musculoskeletal injuries. This evaluation requires kinematic data acquisition. Here the objective was to identify movements that could cause injuries and thus the level of accuracy was not of prime importance. It might therefore be possible to use a suitable commercial kinematic data acquisition system.
A detailed comparison of two systems Kinect I and II is provided by Sarbolandi [2] . In order to conduct the comparison, they proposed a framework of seven different experimental setups, which is a generic basis for evaluating range cameras such as Kinect. The experiments have been designed with the goal of capturing individual effects of the Kinect.
The accuracy of Kinect was also considered in rehabilitation by Mobini [3] where tracking of joints was studied resulting in an upper extremity model. The displacements of the joint centers were estimated by Kinect at different positions and were then compared with the actual measurement. Moreover, the dependency of Kinect's error on distance and joint type was measured and analyzed.
Other commercially available virtual reality rehabilitation systems such as SeeMe [4] ,VirtualRehab [5] and JIN-TRONIX [6] have been developed using Kinect technology.
In a different approach, Stone and Skubic [7] used two Kinect cameras to measure temporal and spatial gait parameters for in-house assessment. They compared gait parameters rather than joint positions calculated using data from Kinect, Vicon (Los Angeles, CA) and a web camera. In this study, they compared gait parameters, such as walking speed, stride time and length instead of the direct data. Fernandez et al. also compared Kinect's ability to measure joints' angles with 24 Vicon cameras. They assumed the middle point of each joint as its center of rotation and calculated joints angles by connecting these centers to each other [8] .
It might therefore be possible to use Kinect system to identify either isolated or repeatable movements that could cause injuries during a production or assembly effort. This could be accompanied by specially selected exercises to reduce or prevent injuries. The aim of this study was to evaluate the suitability and accuracy of the Kinect system as a tool for fast data acquisition with minimum intrusion to an industrial environment.
Materials and Methods

Tools
Tests were performed at the Doctor Javad Mowafaghian research center that is equipped with a patented Vicon motion system. The system hardware consists of six infrared cameras filming at a frequency of 120 frames per second in order to record the position of the passive markers along with a motion analysis software, Nexus 2.1. Subjects had a mean height of 1.813±0.023 m and weight of 72.30±10.97 kg.
Test set-up
Two motion capture systems were synchronized, it will be explained further in "Synchronization of the two systems" part, and movement planning took limitations of both Kinect and Vicon systems into account. This was achieved by first placing the Kinect system on a table at height of 80 cm. The height was governed by Kinect. Tilt angle of the Kinect system was set at zero, shown in Figure 1 . This Tilt angle determines angle of rotation around the length axis of Kinect. The subject was asked to move towards Kinect and continue until his picture was lost. This time interval is the time that Kinect system is able to form a virtual skeleton. Starting location was governed by Vicon spatial limitations and set at 250 cm from Kinect and movement was completed at a distance of 100 cm from Kinect, resulting in a 150 cm walking path. Outside this area one of the two systems were not able to form a virtual skeleton or track markers. The route specified provided the person's ability to take close to 3-step. This path is shown in Figure 2 . Calibration of the Vicon was then performed where all markers could be detected by the cameras. 
Synchronization of the two systems
Although the two systems were activated simultaneously, the actual operational start times were different. It was tried to active both systems at the same time but the time between sending the command and starting taking data is different in various systems which This inhibits the signals of the two systems to be synchronize. Proposed solu-tion was to ask the subjects to stand, while the right knee was help up and remained in the same state for approximately one second. Then bring down the knee and start walking with preferred speed. This move had to be quite smooth and continuous. Then peaks of the two systems brought to each other by adding or cutting the time difference between two maximums. In Figure 3 , the path of the right knee in z direction, before synchronization of the two systems, with different frequencies is shown. 
Kinect System Output
Kinect system has two outputs. One of the outputs of the system is its deep image. Other output using the SDK which has been made available to the user for this system was three-dimensional coordinates of the body's joints. In this research output of the SDK of Kinect system was used to calculate the total body center of mass. The output of this system was imported from Notepad into MAT-LAB to do computations required to be performed using three-dimensional coordinates of the joints. Total body center of mass with using coordinates of center of joints and anthropometric data [9] and MATLAB code was determined. Kinect system has no fixed frequency operation and it is approximately 30 Hz. Three-dimensional coordinates of the body joints which are provided by Kinect system need to be filtered out. In order to filter out the noise of the Kinect system low-pass Butterworth filter type was used [10] . Since the cut-off frequency must be smaller than the half of sampling frequency, a frequency of 4.5 Hz was used to filter noise Kinect [11] . There was no need to filter Vicon data.
Results
Some of the 12 tests did not have full data in Vicon as it is shown in Figure 4 . Comparison charts for some tests in both the system's center of mass for every 3 coordinates in Figure 5 , Figure 6 and Figure 7 is shown. 
Correlation between the two systems
To show correlation between the two graphs of the results of the Kinect system and Vicon, MATLAB software was used. The results of correlations of all tests are shown in Table 1 .
Discussion
In some tests, only about one third of motion is showed. This is because of the fact that some of 39 markers used on the body in motion analysis Vicon system were not recognized. In Vicon, if only one of the 39 markers is not detected, the system will not be able to calculate the total mass of body. As it stands, the Kinect system is able to identify all the joints in the entire movement, because Kinect works marker free, which is one of the reasons that it would be suitable for work fields and industrial environments. As Figure 6 and 7 comes Kinect system error in the y-direction is with the highest value than in other directions coordinate. In all figures of 5 to 7 it is known that in the x, i.e. in the direction of depth, the Kinect system is with the highest accuracy. In figure 7 the error in the ydirection is clear. This is because it can be either subject's gate pattern in the y-direction with high volatility or given that the primary offset of charts, markers in Vicon system have been installed in the wrong place. In Figure 7 , in the starting point it is clear that the coordinates of the centers of mass, despite overlay coordinates using the coordinates of the right wrist joint center, does not comply. This difference can be due to an error in the installation of the markers in the Vicon, or the inability to accurately diagnose the joint centers in Kinect system. When the distance between the coordinates on a graph, for example z in Figure 7 , is clearly high in some areas and decreases again, it is because of the changes in links' length in the Kinect system. This is the result of the error in distinguishing joints by the Kinect system. Despite all the issues mentioned, in all Figures of 5 to 7 it can be seen that the Kinect system recognizes all path with acceptable error. The up and downs in algorithm of the moves in body center of mass is properly showed in Kinect system in comparison with Vicon.
Kinect system error is from various sources. This system is on the basis of sending and receiving infrared. Since the light has infrared, if the test is done in an environment with presence of the sunlight, the error will be logged out. Another factor that is causing the error in output of Kinect system is the SDK which has been made. SDK itself would not be entering the system noise, but as a result of infrared optical noise in the environment it can make a big difference in output SDK.
Also it should be mentioned that Kinect had some problems in recognizing center of joints were it came to short links in body, like hand or foot. And also, when the body came to borders of the allowed area, links were jumping up and down. It was because Kinect assumes the location of the joint when it is not able to find that joint in its vision area.
Conclusion
The results prove the competency of the Kinect sensor for using in work field. This system has the reasonable accuracy to detect motions with good correlation, which is acceptable to distinguish movements that could come to injuries. It is vital to recognize these movements before they cause any injuries, so they could be prevented either by correcting the movement or by giving extra exercises to strengthen involved muscles. Kinect is cheap -in comparison with Vicon system-, portable, does not need so much space and could be easily operated. User does not need high training to be able to work with Kinect. Kinect does not need markers to recognize the motion or center of joints. Markers have two problems; first they prevent the worker from moving freely as he would move without them. Second, this was a problem during performing tests that markers were fallen out. Whenever just one marker disparted, the test had to be done from top. So, with regarding high accuracy, portability, cheapness, not needing a high trained user for running system and being markerfree, Kinect would be a perfect choice for Health Engineering in industry. Also it should be considered that it has its problems, for example the place of Kinect camera in order to get the best result is important. As the results show, it is best to avoid placing Kinect where the most of the movement would be in z direction. As it was shown, it has highest accuracy in x direction (depth direction) which is because of the infrared sensor that is used to detect depth. So it would be better to place Kinect somewhere that most of the movement is in depth direction.
